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WHITE PAPER SERIES
This three-part white paper series provides a vendor-neutral viewpoint as to the state of cyber security resilience within the
physical security industry, its practices, range of attacks and recommended best practices. This is the first part of the series.

Part 1: Industry Fundamentals: Current State, Defects, Gaps and Journey
Part 2: Threat Fundamentals: Attackers, Surface, Severity
Part 3: Improvement: Remediation Strategy & Best Practice Guidance

SERIES INTRODUCTION
The authors of this series have actively spent the last ten (10) years testing, designing improvements and advising some of the
largest corporations and agencies on how to improve their cyber security posture in their information security and physical
security organizations. This series is designed for physical security, information security and compliance/risk professionals who
are looking to take seriously the implications of cyber security in physical security. The series is intended to provide a broad
view of current industry practice defects, program weaknesses and constructive guidance in their journey toward effective
improvements. D6 Research and Securicon have combined their extensive experience in physical security and cyber security to
establish a partnership that provides expertise to organizations who are aiming to evolve their security programs to meet the
growing industry requirements.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF PART 1
Increasingly over the past couple of years, the physical security industry is taking cyber security more seriously. End-users are
feeling more influence from their information security counterparts, integrators from their end-user customers and vendors
on both fronts to deliver improvements. Is the recent attention in this area a sign of an industry that’s making progressive
improvements commensurate with evolving threats - or playing catch-up for not yet doing enough?
Inherent to cyber security in nearly any industry, certainly more could be done. Consider that actors only need to be right once
to get in, while practitioners need to be right all the time to keep them out. Making improvements across the broad scope of
possibilities while keeping pace with how they evolve is a demanding proposition.
However, the physical security industry has failed to prioritize cyber security. Some would even assert it has been collectively and
purposely dismissive. In either case, many of the most basic and fundamental responsibilities have been overlooked resulting in an
overall weak state versus the range of threat and low-level of complexity to execute. Considering this reality, the physical security
industry currently gets a failing grade with respect to cyber security.
Despite the sting of such a self-critical assessment, embracing its reality is required to design a prescriptive remedy that’s effective
yet realistic. While many of the concepts in this series are universal across other industries, applying them to the uniqueness of
physical security isn’t as straightforward. The assets involved are of a different focus, the architecture has been built differently and
many functions that improvements would typically rely upon aren’t present. This presents significant blind spots and challenges to
security professionals that aren’t as familiar with the nuances of physical security. Conversely, cyber security requires a depth of
domain expertise across a range of disciplines which is typically outside the backgrounds of most physical security professionals.

CURRENT-STATE OVERVIEW
A SILO AND A MOAT
Both physical security and information security have the
word “security” in common, but that’s where most similarities
end. Almost everything is different – from the scope of assets
being protected to the systems, their architecture and how
they’re managed. The biggest differences, however, are the
culture and practices that are employed. To understand the
current-state of cyber security in physical security, it helps to
understand how we got here and why the two tracks haven’t
been on the same trajectory.
Physical and information security have traditionally been
disconnected from one another. Their origins began on
separate tracks; InfoSec was born out of IT while physical
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security largely grew out from facility management and real
estate operations. While many physical security programs are
now uniquely separate with their own charter and focus; the
majority still retain the traditional model. Since its primary
focus has been on protecting people and physical assets,
a significant number of professionals come from a law
enforcement background, not one that incorporates IT.
The combination of how systems need to be designed to meet
the objectives of each party, their uniquely different types of
assets and backgrounds has led to vastly different cultures.
Rather than recognizing that all aspects of security should be
unified by the concept of risk, they went their separate ways.

It’s the outcomes from all this that is significant. They developed distinctly different methodologies, practices, metrics and as
a result, they generally don’t even subscribe to the same principles or use the same metrics. For a variety of reasons, C-level
executives and boards have taken interest, if not mandated visibility, into the risks associated with Information Security.
Meanwhile, physical security hasn’t faced the same demands of participation, audits, metrics, and transparency.
To some extent, physical security practitioners embraced this model in favor of the autonomy it provided in not getting tangled
up in the politics that would otherwise slow them down from operating as desired. To a much larger extent, the industry, as a
whole, has fought vigorously to maintain this autonomy. Perhaps without even realizing that they were building a moat; deeper
and wider, that eventually would leave them stranded on an island with proprietary technology, insecure systems, and hoping
that capable hackers aren’t interested in targeting them as their primary line of cyber defense.

MOUNTING PRESSURE
While security had always been a concern to IT, it wasn’t until a steady stream of
breaches grew in the headlines that it became a higher priority at the executive level.
The mounting pressure on executives to minimize risk enabled information security
professionals to prioritize defensive measures.
Physical security is only now beginning this transition, although without similarly
frequent headlines that directly implicate physical security’s role. Instead, a variety of
forces have contributed toward a more sobering consideration.

Primary Contributing Pressures
•

Physical security architecture has evolved to resemble that of IT,
giving way to similar attacks.

•

This has brought physical security in closer collaboration with
information security.

•

With increased adoption of IP, cloud and mobile, the attack surface
is expanding.

•

Increased data privacy regulation expands InfoSec’s role.

•

Increased oversight into conformance and defects (some publicly).

Not Just Technical
The non-conformance and defects aren’t only technical in nature - many current
practices within the physical security industry were born out of convenience (either
for the vendor or end-user) instead of security.

Examples
For example, encoding card numbers and sales order numbers on access cards
makes no sense from a security standpoint. Then again, neither do the hundreds
of card data formats that were born out of vendor and channel collaboration to
lock end-users in, yet only offer limited obscurity instead of actual security. Another
example is the long-standing perception that physical systems don’t have to hold
the type of data that is of value for hackers, and therefore they don’t find them to
be an attractive target. Having more to do with perception than practice, this false
assumption has led to complacency by stifling priority by end-users resulting in lack
of demand toward vendors to make improvements.
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PERCEPTION AND VISIBILITY
Physical security breaches and related vulnerabilities aren’t making daily headlines like their IT counterparts, although it’s not
because they’re any less vulnerable. While causes related to this phenomenon can be attributed to a broad range of factors, D6
Research asserts that three (3) are most significant - detection, disclosure and relevant legislation.
LACK OF DETECTION AND FALSE SENSE OF OCCURRENCES
Unfortunately, the more newsworthy headlines of breaches provide a false sense of awareness. Most of the disclosed breaches
are brought to light by the company’s themselves to comply with data breach laws. Nearly every state in the United States, as
well as most local municipalities outside of the U.S., have data breach disclosure laws on the books. Unfortunately, the vast
majority only mandate disclosure of breaches where Personally Identifiable Information (PII) is affected. Breaches that involve
other types of assets are generally out of scope. As a result, the public has a false perception that either we learn about most
breaches and/or that attacks involving other types of assets are rare - both are false.
Many breaches are never disclosed publicly (as they aren’t required) while many others are never uncovered in the first place.
Therefore, it’s completely plausible, if not likely, that physical security is being compromised more often than its discovered
and disclosed. Add to that a consideration that physical security systems, overall, often don’t record a reasonable spectrum
of events, adequately protect the logs they generate, and overall, lack intrusion detection. Additionally, the physical security
industry generally hasn’t yet implemented best practices for privileged accounts, appropriate role segregation, permissions and
passwords. Therefore, if or when there is a breach, it’s even more fleeting to detect (or even have a record of events that would
indicate one) than most would typically/reasonably presume looking at it through the IT lens. Just how much is anyone’s guess,
but both D6 Research and Securicon are aware of many that have gone unreported.
VENDORS AND SECURITY RESEARCHERS AT ODDS
In general, good hackers (white hats) want vendors to be aware of their findings so they can fix vulnerabilities that would
otherwise impact customers using their products. While most researchers prefer to do so, they often face tough choices. There’s
quite a history of vendors countering with legal threats for even reporting their findings. Therefore, researchers generally look
for a publicly displayed policy (on the vendor’s website) that aligns with generally accepted principles where they can freely
report their findings without retribution and will be taken seriously. Generally, if they don’t feel that these criteria can be met,
they are unlikely to report it at all.
In other instances, vendors may post a public policy but may lack detail or commitment on timelines to thoroughly investigate
and fix issues within a timeframe that the researcher considers acceptable. Subsequently, the researcher may decide to forge
ahead with public disclosure without the vendor believing that customers should be aware and enabled to assess their risk and
determine a course of action.
A TALE OF TWO RESPONSES FROM THE SAME VENDOR
A good example of this in the physical security industry is a vendor, however for the sake of neutrality their name is redacted (as
well as the name of their product). A few years back, they had a critical design flaw that could easily be exploited by attackers
without being detected. The researcher who discovered it made efforts to disclose it to the vendor and gain cooperation before
publicly disclosing. The vendor didn’t have a published policy to inform researchers of either a preferred or acceptable way to
report vulnerabilities, so they sent a note to their executives with some information and offering to brief them on the findings.
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Unfortunately, the researcher received a response from the vendor that not only declined to discuss their findings but
threatened to take legal action for infringement should they disclose to anyone without their consent. The researcher then
proceeded to publish their research publicly where affected parties could be informed and make their own decisions as to the
impact and take appropriate action. While the public became aware, the vendor made a series of missteps as they didn’t have a
full understanding of the extent of the flaw, the context in which it could be exploited and provided advice to customers that was
ineffective, if not unfeasible to execute- this went on for over a year. Meanwhile, their customers and the research community
took notice and their reputation took a big hit.
A few years later, the same vendor had yet another critical vulnerability discovered. However, by this time they had undergone
new management changes, taken lessons from the past and posted a public disclosure policy with clear language indicating how
researchers can effectively engage and that they would be embraced. The vendor chose to work closely with the researchers and
by the time the vulnerability was picked up in the media, the vendor had a patch available.
As compared to the earlier instance, this second instance was only a blip in the media cycle, lasting only a few days yet
demonstrating responsibility in the security community and earning respect in the process. Ideally, this is how it should work.
THE LESSONS:
•

Vendors are less likely to fully understand issues if they choose not to engage.

•

Threatening researchers isn’t a dependable method to stifle disclosures.

•

Squashing disclosures isn’t in the interest of customers.

•

Researchers and customers generally reward vendors for improvement - not dwell on the past.

In general, these are two case studies outlining two different approaches and results,
but most importantly how vendors in this industry can and should evolve. In recent
years, figuring out what would be acceptable to researchers and coming up with a
vulnerability reporting policy has become a little easier. ISO 29147 has been released
which was developed with input from leading experts on the topic.
INDUSTRY ASSESSMENT
D6 Research estimates that less than 5% of vendors in the physical security industry
have already developed and publicly posted a vulnerability disclosure policy. D6
Research indicates that both the lack of awareness from vendors and demand from
end-users as contributing factors for latent action. However, the trend is changing and
is poised to translate into more vendors undertaking corrective measures.
Even with ISO 29147 as an insightful starting point, it’s not as simple as it may seem.
Vendors need to develop new operational processes, allocate resources, coordinate
participation, ensure tracking and accountability to perform the commitments provided
in the policy. Most of these changes require multiple stakeholders, spanning across
Ops, Engineering and Legal to ensure proper execution.
Despite impending improvements in this area, past and current practices have
impacted the number of researchers willing to come forward and report vulnerabilities leaving ample room for improvement across the industry in terms of practice and
rebuilding trust with the researcher community.
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EXPLOITATION & IMPACT: WHAT COULD GO WRONG?
When physical security vulnerabilities are publicly published, they’re generally not taken as seriously as they would be in the IT
community. While it’s true that hackers have been less aware of physical security systems, that’s increasingly in the rear-view
mirror. They’ve started to realize that physical security nostalgically takes them back to the good old days when things were wide
open and easier to hack on the IT side (but have since gotten much harder).
Hackers generally gravitate toward the weakest barriers for entry to execute additional methods in adjacent systems; eventually
navigating their way closer to their ultimate target. In fact, workshops at major and local hacker conferences teach attendees the
scope and skills to do so. Not only are they popular but they are commonly the quickest to sell out and go straight to a waiting list
– in some cases only an hour or two from when ticket sales open! They ARE interested - and they’re coming!

INSIDER VERSUS OUTSIDER THREATS
While much of Part 1 in this series is focused on bad actors (outsiders with bad intent), it’s important to note that threats from
insiders are equally as concerning; some may argue even more so. They’re already inside and have levels of access and trust which
provides them a unique advantage over outsiders. However, they share similar root cause defects around less than adequate
design of policy and controls, just in different contexts. As a result, the topic of insider threats will be covered in more detail later in the series.

BAD ACTORS: CREATIVITY AND FOCUS
While machines (via software) could check for the same technical vulnerabilities as a live person, the strategy around approach,
sequence and overall nuance are creative aspects that are largely abstract. Therefore, a hacker’s individual creativity is often the
currency that largely distinguishes them from one another. This is a primary reason why employing software scanning programs
to automate the identification of vulnerabilities, though useful, aren’t an adequate replacement for the human element. Technical
skills can be learned, even programed, but the human element is more challenging to replicate (at least at the current time).
Physical security can be exploited for a variety of different purposes. Attackers may only be looking to exploit physical systems
as the main target, or as a leverage point toward an adjacent target. The second scenario is more likely and adds other creative
avenues for hackers to exploit. Hackers are increasingly becoming very aware that gaining physical access, even for targets that
are clearly IT-centric and out of the purview of the physical domain, is a game-changer in increasing their likelihood of success.
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INDUSTRY MISCONCEPTIONS
Studies by D6 Research reveal that misconceptions remain prevalent across a significant portion of physical security
professionals. How physical security can be exploited, the impact and if such events even really occur aren’t as well understood
as they otherwise should be. While the industry is starting to head in the right direction, perception and some of the iterative
improvements aren’t entirely on point. Practitioners must re-examine what they know about attackers, how physical security can
be exploited, and the impact it can have across an organization.
The following sentiments and/or objections are the most common across the physical security industry. They are
phrased in a statement and explanation format.

Prevailing Industry Misconceptions Regarding Actors

Prevailing Industry Misconceptions Regarding Risk

“Hackers aren’t interested in physical security”.

“Physical systems don’t have a lot of value, so I’m not really
worried about being Fort Knox.”

Attacks are generally dynamic; attacking one thing to
leverage another target. Hackers increasingly recognize that
undermining physical security is a game changer to their
overall success – even if their goal has nothing to do with
physical security.
“Hackers wouldn’t do THAT.”
A statement often made by industry professionals. Most don’t
personally know hackers nor spend enough time profiling
them to intimately understand them beyond what’s disclosed
or portrayed in the headlines. The significant outcome is that
most physical security organizations (and systems) aren’t
purposely designed around the actual threats or methods –
leaving gaping holes in defense and visibility.
“I’d see them or know if a hacker was doing something they
shouldn’t. My guards would notice, or my cameras would
pick them up.”
Generally speaking, this isn’t true and even more so for
larger organizations where guards won’t be familiar with who
people are and less time to scrutinize (hackers can even spoof
systems they rely on for verifying users). Surveillance cameras
are only effective where an event has been detected and can
be recalled. Unfortunately, most attacks in physical security
aren’t even detectable. Attackers generally use methods to
look like an authorized person. Many physical systems don’t
adequately log events or secure them. Once an attacker
elevates their privileges, they’ll delete tracks. No anomaly
detected, no distinction of an event from others, possibly no
event at all - this is what, potentially, is the most concerning
aspect within the existing physical security ecosystem.
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Not accurate on many levels. Physical systems can be
leveraged for dynamic attacks where they aren’t the main
target. Additionally, they increasingly offer excellent reconnaissance information as to the location, whereabouts, patterns
and schedules of people and assets –this is great intelligence
and can also be manipulated to re-direct the attention or
response of their victims.
“We’ve replaced our badges, so they can’t be cloned and
air-gapped our network. Therefore, hackers can’t gain access
physically or virtually – we’re good.”
The industry has made some progress in recognizing
long-standing gaps but still largely fails to understand the full
scope of possibilities that can be exploited. These measures
only represent a small slice of a larger scope. It’s worth
noting that, an air-gapped network (or VLAN’ed) and secure
credentials can still be overcome in so many ways for the same
effect as if they weren’t secured at all.
“That system isn’t really worth much or they can’t really do
much with it, so I’m not worried.”
A common response that fails to recognize the true value
of their assets in the context of a bad actor. First, there’s an
increasing wealth of information in these systems that can be
leveraged. Second, the asset may be of little value by itself,
but may be an effective gateway to impact another that is of
value. Third, they can be leveraged to impact operations which
are too often out of scope for many physical security risk
assessment models (or fail to be fully explored).

Prevailing Industry Misconceptions
Regarding Technology

“Keeping everyone out”: Disproportionate reliance on
network access and perimeter security:

Vendors often assert that they are highly secure if they have
been certified (PCI, FIPS, SOC, etc.).

Since the network is only a small portion of the overall attack
surface, air-gapping the network and locking ports can be still
be exploited in a variety of ways. Unless someone hasn’t been
paying close attention, one of the main lessons from InfoSec’s
journey (and the spate of breaches that accompany) is that
“they will get in”. Organizations must implement defensein-depth to ensure measures are in place that minimize the
impact in more critical areas.

Too often end-users are accepting of these assertions. The
reality is that certification is generally focused on conformance
toward the lowest common denominator of the masses (ability
to implement). The need for good security would generally
require greater context, consideration and prescriptive
measures. Compliance can signify that some things are
addressed, but seldom the full range or “how”.
“Vendor assertions that their product is secure – because
they say so.”
Vendor statements as to how secure they are without details
as to the specific measures taken to execute security are
meaningless. In fact, if they can’t offer them, it’s more likely
they’re less secure than they’re asserting. Details, transparency
and validation (that they do what they say) are the only
currency.
“We have restrictive measures such as visual badges, key
card access, biometrics, or man traps.”
Visual badges offer very little security value. People aren’t
often challenged, and those doing so can’t generally tell the
difference as to their legitimacy. Even digital checking systems
can be undermined. Key cards, readers and controllers
and mantraps can be subverted if the entire system isn’t
implemented securely, or the product’s security has design
flaws, vulnerabilities or limitations – which they often do.
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Prevailing Industry Misconceptions
Regarding Remediation
Addressing cyber security only from within physical security
Realistically, physical security doesn’t have the broad range
of domain expertise concerning cyber security. While some
adjustments may be made, many will otherwise be missed
or not performed as effectively as they otherwise could. It’s
advised to at least bring in counterparts from InfoSec to gain
their perspective, and perhaps assistance, at minimum, as a
starting point.
“Cyber security is complex and we’re struggling to become
the experts that we need to be”
Stop! Short answer, it’s advised that you not try to be
an expert. It takes a long time to become one. Many get
overwhelmed and fail to make satisfactory progress to close
gaps that get exposed later. Bring in external resources that
do have the domain expertise. The results will be faster, better
and will be able to maintain focus on other responsibilities.

PHYSICAL SECURITY AS THE PRIMARY
TARGET

TARGETING OF ADJACENT ASSETS
THROUGH PHYSICAL SECURITY

This section takes an “expanded” viewpoint from a
traditional industry perspective as to how physical security
may be targeted by bad actors.

This section takes an “expanded” viewpoint from traditional
industry perspective as to how physical security may be
leveraged by bad actors where adjacent assets are the target.

•

Exploiting systems to gain access to facilities or
restricted areas.

•

•

Exploiting systems to prevent others from gaining
access or responding.

Gaining access to facilities or restricted areas
leveraging higher levels of trust (data centers,
executive offices, control rooms, manufacturing, R&D,
supply chain, controlled substance storage, etc.)

•

Exploiting systems to create chaos, disruption and
diversion such as false alerts and alarms, or failure
for alerts to be invoked.

•

Social engineering employees is easier when they trust
your assertion to be an insider. In turn making further
activities more believable and successful.

•

Exploiting systems to impact business operations,
manufacturing, product, or logistics.

•

Plant devices to intercept network traffic, launch
malware, or record passwords.

•

Providing false realities by disabling cameras,
creating fake streams, deleting or compromising
recordings.

•

Reconnaissance of buildings, workspaces and
occupancy patterns.

•

Reconnaissance of employee information, personal
information, their role and seniority.

•

Reconnaissance of specific human targets as to their
ingress/egress patterns, schedules, access and current
whereabouts.

•

Analyze traffic and correlate the locations and/or
addresses of other systems

•

Leverage the trust between physical and IT systems to
pivot into other applications and launch further attacks
from a more trusted position.

•

Supply chain espionage and sabotage (rogue design
modification).

•

Infiltrate surveillance systems to monitor and/or
surveil activities or reactions of targeted employees
(such as monitoring Incident Response personnel
during or after an attack, etc.).

•

Disabling or modifying administrator and/or
operator accounts/access.

Most of these impact scenarios are well within a professional
hacker’s playbook. Due to the current-state of the industry,
pervasive deficiencies within vendor products and lack of
controls implemented in end-user environments, many of them
could reasonably be executed by amateurs. It’s important to
note, that more often, these target impact areas aren’t used in
isolation from one another but rather in conjunction; simultaneously or sequentially for overall affect, depending on the target
and objectives.
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THE PREVALENCE AND IMPACT OF PROPRIETARY SYSTEMS
THE ROLE AND PREVALANCE OF PROPRIETARY SYSTEMS
Physical security systems and devices have deep roots in being proprietary. There are very few universally implemented specifications and even fewer that would meet a reasonably generally accepted definition of a standard. This has led to technology
that’s widely developed without leveraging best practices, is absent of broad peer reviews taking place and fails to use
framework that would largely address both previous points.
The industry has long taken the position that proprietary technology provides unique functional advantages over standards
that may otherwise be constraining. Most notably, however, many still believe that by attempting to keep their designs
secretive decreases an attackers’ ability to figure out how to exploit it. While the first claim poses a valid argument, the second
is unequivocally false on many levels. Obscurity isn’t security for reasons that once obscurity is unveiled, there aren’t further
mechanisms in place and what remains is a system (or device) with a design-level flaw that can’t be fixed.
This area has been a key target among hackers and enthusiasts. Such examples are the numerous demonstrations of exploiting
low frequency access cards (125 KHz), and their proprietary formats. Deconstruct the obscurity in one card in a population
and you have done so across all of them that are using that same format (binary pattern layout). The same can be said for
proprietary encryption that’s been developed and used in access cards, readers, and access control system software which
has proven unable to withstand the rigors of standards-based algorithms. Along with many more examples that apply to all
components within the physical security architecture landscape, these are all repeatably exploitable until such systems are
removed from duty.

STANDARDS DEVELOPMENTS
Both vendors and customers are starting to recognize
that proprietary approaches are more challenging to
build, operate and maintain absent of benefits that are
commensurate with the effort. Some vendors have evolved
from discreet, siloed, homegrown systems to leveraging
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) operating systems,
relational databases, web servers and overall 3-tier
architecture models to closely resemble that of IT.
The industry is still in transition, mostly cobbling together
proprietary designs with elements or components that
are more open – for example, a proprietary access card
technology that uses a standard algorithm within it. While
it’s an improvement, the whole package and most aspects
within it, are still a proprietary black box. A note of point,
there exists only one physical access credential technology that
is recognized by ISO as an international standard – and very few
vendors are willing to support it despite the very same vendors
publicly claiming to be advocates of open standards. It’s worth
considering whether this is a more accurate reflection as to the
current-state of the industry’s embrace of truly open standards
versus adopting only ones where they can exert some control.
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A CULTURE OF CONFUSION
The criteria for meeting a standard isn’t without some
gray area of debate, mainly in areas of how common and
freely its used versus (or in addition to) having the backing
of a recognized standards development organization.
Without taking on this debate in this paper, it’s generally
agreeable that standards would at least meet the criteria
of a) the use of the specification, or any part of it, not
being subject to license from any specific vendor, b) the
specification, or any part of it, isn’t reliant on any specific
vendor’s product roadmap, c) no specific vendor can
exert exclusive control over the direction or use of the
specification, d) the specification, and any related design
elements are completely published, and e) is open for
public review at some point (at minimum to those that
consider implementing it) but arguably more broadly to
benefit from the rigors public peer reviews.
However, many practitioners in the industry refer to
standard practices, or the general use of a specific
implementation, as a standard. For example, a specific
card format that is distinctly specific to a manufacturer or
channel (often times trademarked and asserted specific
intellectual property of the vendor), is completely at odds
with any definition of a standard. It’s also common to
hear references to a completely proprietary technology as
being an open standard, even while contrasting to another
proprietary technology that shares the same elements that
preclude it from meeting generally accepted criteria for
being a standard; much less an “open” one.
Frequently, the root of misconceptions is based on
not only how commonly the technology is used, but
how freely it’s available. For example, a vendor may
have their technology very restricted to their validated
channels that are specifically authorized to develop with
or resell it (which is fairly common). Conversely, another
vendor while asserting the same level of ownership of
intellectual property of their technology, may take the
approach that they don’t require direct agreements to
be a formal “partner” to resell, and affords a little more
flexibility due to a broader spectrum of manufacturers
that may support it, its availability, and price variance.
While some practitioners may value these attributes, none
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by themselves or collectively lend themselves to be any
more standard or “open” (at least in the context of “open
standard”) than the other vendor. Both assert exclusive
ownership of the intellectual property, trademarks, rights,
and solely control the roadmap of where the technology
is going and what it will do – not to mention that there
are certainly elements of the design that are guarded.
Essentially, still a “black box”, and more importantly, a
vendor’s black box.
Another common industry assertion is to confuse
generally recognized specifications as a standard. All
standards are specifications; but not all specifications
are standards. A specification is only a definition, but a
standard is an interpretation of its broader acceptance,
use, and validation (again, a subject of debate as to how
this may be measured).

EVOLUTION AND OUTLOOK
There exists a variety of organizations within the industry
whose charter is to develop specifications. However,
there are currently only four (4) that are authorized
Standards Development Organizations (“SDO”’s) of
internationally recognized standards bodies – The Security
Industry Association (SIA ®), ASIS®, UL®, and NFPA®
are “bodies” that produce specifications for the physical
security industry and are SDO’s of the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) where they have a reliable path
toward maturing specifications to a recognized standard.
The vast majority of the standards developed within the
industry haven’t been focused or purpose-built to define
technical specifications in addressing cybersecurity.
However, some SDO’s are recognizing the need to
develop true, open roadmaps, that provide actionable
paths toward utilization and implementation of better
security. For example, SIA has been working for years
on their Open Supervised Device Protocol (OSDP),
which endeavors to address longstanding weaknesses
in communications between readers, controllers and
access control systems and is nearing IEC compliance
(OSDP will be IEC 60839-11-5) in its development to be an
internationally recognized standard that’s focused on both
interoperability and security.

D6 RESEARCH ASSESSMENT: GAP AND IMPACT
Despite progress being made on the standards front, there are still challenges ahead. Many specification bodies (inclusive of
SDO’s and those that aren’t) have too often collectively focused on developing specifications that are unique only to physical
security. Too often, theyinclude end-users, broad peer reviews, and outside domain expertise resulting in limitations for
greater inter-operability with applications and ecosystems outside of the physical security domain. In fact, there are some
industry specifications that only achieve what existing broader (outside from physical security industry) standards already
have. However, they were created without being aware of the other.
Hence, they can be somewhat duplicitous without the broader benefits of a more universal standard. While enabling
near-term value, they are also creating next generation issues derived from being alienated from a broader ecosystem and
community working on similar problems. This is particularly true with the rise of IoT, services over connected devices, and the
impending mass of attribute collections for intelligence analysis – all of which require more attention and expertise than this
industry alone can currently provide. The industry would benefit more by leveraging the developments of a broader “brain
trust” working to solve similar challenges and “be along for the ride”, so to speak.
Attackers can increasingly leverage their existing knowledge of components that they’re already familiar with and are widely
used in IT applications where they now exist in physical security. While industry specifications generally lack the rigors of
broader cross-industry standards, retreating to obscurity via the use of proprietary solutions isn’t the solution either. Rather,
ensuring that overall product design principles, application security and custodial best-practices are followed to develop
designs and implementations that are more resilient.
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D6 Research Analyst Opinion
The industry’s current perspective on this topic asserts that
physical security has its own unique set of challenges, apart
from greater communities. Therefore, unique considerations
and solutions are required. A common assertion is that data
models and formats unique to physical security require
specific context to be successful. Another is that physical
security investments are typically about 3x longer than that of
IT systems (10-15 years of life expectancy versus 3.5) and that
forward-looking specifications absolutely need to be backward
capable instead of leaving them behind.
D6 agrees with the arguments but takes contention with
how the industry has generally executed. Given the long-life
expectancy of physical security investments, attempting
to build backward compatibility imposes reaching back a
couple decades to support technology that is incredibly
obsolete. This presents a challenge that is largely unfeasible
(or unreasonable) for specifications to adequately support
future-looking technology without suffering from the gravity
of considerations imposed by supporting legacy technology.
Too often, legacy technology either didn’t have security within
the scope of its purpose, was incredibly flawed, or was built
before a time where it became clear that the ecosystem’s
future is to be service-oriented over connected devices. where
security had been overlooked. The net result are challenges to
move forward boldly, delivering as much value to end users
as they otherwise could, and potentially creating yet another
generation of a silo from other departments – despite being
better than the last generation.
D6 doesn’t represent that this is the case with all industry
specifications, standards, or the bodies that development
them. They’re unique from one another and their perspectives
vary. However, it does represent the majority, and is therefore
a significant consideration for anyone who values the
demands of tomorrow over resistance to the obsolescence
of the past. D6 believes that the industry should embrace
broader standards drafted outside the industry, and work
more at the data format and context levels – not building
unique transport methods and architecture designs. Achieving
a level of segregation will further enable interoperability with
broader standards, adoption of frameworks that are peer
reviewed, and improve security but most importantly ensure
that silos are getting rebuilt each time the industry comes up
with a solution that’s too unique to the industry.
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DEFINING “GOOD SECURITY”
While the industry is in dire need of improvement, and much of it is inarguably, technical in nature, it would be overstating to not
recognize that some aren’t and, oftentimes, are just as important and a pre-requisite to their technical counterparts. Solid cyber
security can’t be achieved by doing any one thing, buying a specific product, or executing a sequence of simple bullet points.
Rather, incorporating a set of skills, practices, and methodology(s) resourced into a holistic program approach. The journey is
complex, the destination seems to be infinite, and the results will be imperfect. The good news is that achieving good security
doesn’t require perfection.
Boiled down to its most basic form, “adequate security” is the effectiveness of defenses relative to the scope of anticipated
attacks that are projected to have an impact beyond the threshold of what is determined to be acceptable. While some aspects
of cyber security are as binary as the code in context of the application, defining risk, impact and what’s acceptable is the “art”
side of the equation. This is where the seceding to “imperfect “comes into play because virtually no organization has enough
time, resources, and/or funding to realistically entertain achieving perfect security.

GOOD ENOUGH
Every organization is unique in their business, operations and assets. The risks, potential impact, as well as how they perceive
what would be acceptable is predictably just as unique. Therefore, what defines “good security” will vary from organization
to organization and each will need to give focused consideration as to their own definition that would meet such a standard.
Without it, everything exists in a metaphorical vacuum lacking the most important variables – relevance and context.
While fundamental principles do exist for getting through some of this process, adding in cross-functional stakeholders with
varying objectives, personalities and internal politics makes any step-wise process less clinical in execution. Organizations need
to make sure they can not only get through this process initially, but it’s sustainable as risks need to be continuously reviewed
and considered. All of it is part of the journey that makes security complex to solve.

A PRINCIPLED APPROACH
Do current industry practices meet the definition of “good
security”? While it’s largely subjective based on one’s
definition, there are universally accepted principles that can be
considered to arrive at a fair assessment. In this context, the
industry has overwhelmingly failed (thus far).
While perfection is neither required nor should it be the goal
of good security, it’s critical to identify and consider all risks.
Then, based upon this knowledge, make rational decisions as
to what’s prioritized, resourced and funded. Not everything
gets funded, but even those items gain visibility as to the
potential risks and impacts. This is much different than a glass
half full approach where not knowing what’s in the other half
– which is generally the difference between where physical
security is today versus where it needs to evolve.
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Good security shouldn’t be a mystery - it’s a process, much of it
documented, and easily accessible. Context is the challenging
part. How and where to apply it - and the nuance required for
execution is typically embedded in a finite number of people
that have figured much of this out over time, through practice
and dedication.
Fortunately, information security has already been through a
journey that’s identical in most respects. While imperfect, it’s
been evolving toward maturity for the past couple of decades.
It’s effective and physical security can leverage these lessons
(and practices) to make the requisite improvements that are
needed. Part 3 of this series will detail these lessons, their
context, and implementation guidelines for remediation across
the attack surface of physical security.

FEASIBILITY AND CONSIDERATIONS
For now, it’s more important to recognize the more fundamental challenges than the application of any specific principles; which
largely impact feasibility. While lessons are similar, and the proposed principles are more ideal than those currently in practice,
there are inherent differences that will present a challenge. Therefore, careful consideration should be undertaken.

Principles
Information security principles and operations largely depend on connectivity, inter-operability and to some level, operational
mechanisms for facilitation. For example, a core tenant is that all systems should be monitored, patched, or taken out of
service. It’s expected that this lifecycle can be performed efficiently using standardized tools across various systems (rather than
separate tools for each system). Translating this into a physical security model, at the current moment, will be spotty at best.
Many existing systems don’t even connect to a network. If they can, very few with standard tools that IS Operations generally
uses. Even if there is a way to deliver a patch, many systems are notorious for “bricking” when doing so. This is just one example
of a host of others.

Assets
Assets in focus also differ. Physical security is focused on people safety (people assets), physical assets (equipment, facilities,
sometimes product and/or inventory, etc.) and to a lesser extent, operations (although it should be a higher priority). Conversely,
Information Security is mostly focused on digital assets and how they can be used to exploit the business (operations,
transactions, interests, etc.). As a result, there are certainly additional considerations for physical assets and the safety of people
that the traditional use case applications of information security principles don’t directly cover.

Practices
Since information security and physical security were largely separate practices and those which are considered acceptable
have evolved to be uniquely different. Generally, physical security practices lack the rigors of metrics related to corporate risk,
validation and success criteria and instead have leaned toward convenience, performance and tradition. As a result, many
practices spanning from policy to process will need to be re-engineered to accommodate improvements in principle and
methodology.

Prerequisite Considerations

KEY CONSIDERATION
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Identify

Identifying which principles are in scope, their purpose and desired eﬀect.

Determine

Speciﬁcally, determine where such principles are to be applied. While many are universal in
principle, their application is generally in the context of IT systems. Finding their equivalents or
where they should be leveraged will range somewhere between obvious and ambiguous.

Assess

Determine if such principles can be implemented where they’ve been
determined to be applicable. Gaps and barriers should be well understood.

Consider

Considering any limitations identiﬁed in the gap analysis phase, determine how such
principles should speciﬁcally be applied or modiﬁed to ensure meaningful implementation.

Sustain

Assess whether such measures will be sustainable; reliable, eﬃcient and at scale.

GENERALLY ACCEPTED GOALS
Despite some differences in application, all the principles from the information security side are a valid objective for the physical
security industry. At the most basic levels:
Confidentiality: Ensure that information may only be accessed by people and/or systems that are authorized to do so.
Integrity: Ensure that data is trustworthy and is protected from being modified by authorized or unauthorized users,
and modifications to permissions that would enable them to do so.
Availability: Ensure that data and systems are available for authorized users, including under normal circumstances, as
well as during emergency situations, attacks, or system failures.

Discussion: Gap Assessment
How well does the industry support these goals at the
present time? Not intended as criticism but rather a
constructive assessment required to understand the gaps so
that meaningful improvements can be identified.
Confidentiality hasn’t been at the forefront across the
physical security domain. From an information standpoint,
most vendors and systems have focused on restricting access
rather than the data or applications themselves. Perhaps the
most significant weakness in the present-state of physical
security is the lack of effective controls to achieve this (lack
of 2-factor authentication, privilege controls, and ensuring
key vulnerabilities don’t persist). As a matter of course, when
defenses do fail, the actual data (and its confidentiality) is
compromised in tandem.
Where encryption has been employed to protect the data,
it’s commonly only applied at the transport layer (not when
data is in use or at rest). In addition, implementations of
cryptography in the industry have been plagued by failing to
institute best practices, even in some of the newest of specifications.
Similar to confidentiality, integrity hasn’t been a major focus.
The majority of systems neither have effective controls nor
detection to identify modification of data or systems. This
combination prevents achieving a reliable level of integrity.
Generally speaking, of the three goals availability has received
the most focus (and alignment). Physical security has done a
reasonably good job mitigating impact from power failures,
system failures, and to some extent, natural disasters.
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However, impact of availability driven from cybersecurity has
yet to receive the same focus. Most organizations haven’t
implemented measures (defense and/or response) to DDOS
attacks. Given that some physical systems aren’t entirely
dependent upon real-time availability but some systems or
functions within them are.
For example, access privileges are generally published
to controllers that can function autonomously from the
main control system. However, if the main system (or the
controller) is impacted by a DDOS attack, then despite a
user being able to authenticate to a door, then a duress
signal to open it centrally or receive events (anti-pass back,
reader contacts have been breached, etc.) won’t be captured.
Whether this circumstance occurs by design of an attacker or
as a secondary result, the overall availability (and intended
effectiveness) is compromised. This could include any part
of the infrastructure, from surveillance VMS to recall video,
despite it being captured locally, or even visibility from within
the GSOC.

Discussion: Context for Physical Security
The perspective of Information Security is primarily focused
on system-level operations that facilitate corresponding
digital information/data (with increasing focus on the human
element since attacks are implemented and exploited by
people; or are susceptible due to a lack of awareness).
Contrasted by the demands of physical security which are
driven to protect some assets that may not even involve data
or systems – such as machinery, generators, buildings, infrastructure, and of course people. While it does present some
gaps in the literal sense, they still apply (literally in other
areas and conceptually throughout).

Consideration #1: Implement the Principles Where They Directly Apply
As physical security becomes more technology-centric, it’s increasingly data-driven. Leading up to the present time, the industry
has focused disproportionately on network perimeter and transport layers (ports, etc.) and has yet to reach an acceptable level
of focus with respect to data and systems. Organizations should endeavor to borrow the same principles, practices, and controls
to ensure confidentiality and integrity wherever this data resides, flows, and is accessed

Consideration #2: Develop Additional Concepts
Other areas aren’t an obvious correlation and take some creativity to transpose concepts into practices. Many areas of physical
security aren’t digital (or only partially) but can still cause major impact if their intent is compromised. For example, processes,
people, automation, operations and response (including SOPs (Standard Operating Procedures) should also have a high
degree of integrity so that the measures put in place can be carried out as intended. Attackers don’t necessarily need to even
touch code, but cause doubt, confusion, or delays to how people respond or follow procedure(s) to achieve the desired effect,
particularly in a dynamic attack scenario.

Consideration #3: Identity Gaps, Document and Accept Risk.
There will be instances where physical security systems just can’t accommodate reasonable improvements (due to compatibility
or design defects) and budgets prohibit replacement (or replacements aren’t available). Areas that can’t be brought into
alignment should be documented, reviewed with management, and gain consensus that it’s an “accepted risk” if remediation
is neither possible nor funded. It’s better to know and have management share in the risk (and own the decision). Sometimes
remediation isn’t possible, but gaining visibility, and even some level of response which, is well within the scope of improvement.

THE JOURNEY AHEAD
Physical security is at a tough crossroads - Cyber security is the new reality. With
increased pressure to meet the heavy demands and complexity that often accompanies
it, end-users can’t just buy their way to success. Common industry practices and
traditional designs are increasingly becoming a liability. For those serious about achieving
good security, all participants in the industry; end-users, vendors, integrators, and
consultants need to significantly change how they define, engage, and execute security.
Note: specific measures will be discussed in Part 3.

CULTURE
First, industry participants must re-visit how they value security and be prepared to
prioritize those things that align with “good security”. This means a desire to get away
from common practices to “best practices” that are validated, tested and based on
competency - versus convenience or tradition.
Along the way, in an industry that’s operated heavily on relationships and loyalty,
practitioners need to shift in giving more weight toward competency over relationship.
Cyber security has a variety of sub-domains, each being remarkably deep. Domain
expertise is a critical factor and is likely to be in short order through existing
relationships. As an example, it’s not uncommon that after vulnerabilities are identified
physical security practitioners call on the same relationships that implemented the
defect in the first place and have limited understanding to advise on the most effective
remediation. In other cases, someone may be the best network security engineer but
lacks commensurate depth in application security, crypto, or forensics.
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ORGANIZATIONAL

A significant cause for the chasm between InfoSec and physical is how it successfully became a silo. While it helped in achieving
some desired autonomy, in the long run it’s left them alienated from their counterparts that have made significant advances.
One of the biggest lessons from InfoSec’s journey, is that being part of the business, being visible and engaged is critical to being
successful – the silo needs to be dismantled.
Therefore, organizations need to restructure how they engage internally with other stakeholders. This will enable them to join
the broader security community that is unified by risk, shares similar goals, and adopts more mature best practices better suited
for the journey. This includes being at the table with executives for planning, adopting similar metrics as InfoSec and being
transparent on progress.
Some measures may include changing formal reporting structures to gain focus. For example, peeling physical security away
from Real Estate Operations and/or Facilities so that security discussions aren’t diluted with unrelated issues. It can be drawing
a dotted line into the CISO, maintaining some autonomy while bridging engagement to facilitate transparency, guidance and
cross-pollinate practices and resources.
At some point, organizations need to determine if physical security gains the requisite capabilities to function similarly (and
as successfully) as IT Operations, and gains its own cyber security expertise, or starts to get folded into these organizations.
It’s a long journey to develop these skills and processes, and at best, would be duplicitous – just across different systems that
are increasingly looking like the ones they already service. Therefore, organizational considerations are both significant and
inevitable.

SELLING SECURITY
While not technical, it’s a different type of complexity. D6 Research reports that most physical security executives are increasingly
struggling to shake off the perception of being a cost center. Facing tighter budgets despite the need of improved technology
and increased investment. The early part of InfoSec’s journey was on a similar trajectory. While still a challenging part of the role,
they’ve nuanced the art of security metrics to justify organizational priority wrapped up as enablement to facilitate business
objectives – beyond security.
Physical security needs to enthusiastically embark on the same journey. While some lessons can be learned, modifying
engagement models to facilitate effective communication is also critical. Value will need to be at the center of any discussion.
The industry needs to get away from “feature arms races” and sincerely re-engineer how they deliver value to the broader group
of stakeholders. Conversely, end-users need to make certain they develop the skills to measure and translate that value into
effective propositions as to why it’s the best way to spend corporate resources as opposed to other areas.
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METHODOLOGY

Confusion: Compliance vs. Governance

Other changes will include changing more fundamental
perspectives that impact how security is executed and
operated. Perhaps the most fundamental area that impacts
others is how assets, threats and impact is assessed. Current
industry measures, inclusive of those advocated by industry
certifications, still lack unique consideration of bad actors,
intent, methods and practices to design tightly threaded
controls into how they translate into both technical and
operational requirements. This is the gap where threats live
and thrive – and is the reason why designs too often miss
the mark or end-users select products where a different one
would have served them better.

Governance is very different from compliance yet it’s
common for the industry to confuse the two.
Compliance is generally an industry mandate to comply with
certain aspects defined in the scope of a specification. Many
interpret meeting (or passing) a compliance audit as a high
bar of achievement. However, they’re quite different and
compliance should not be relied upon for achieving good
security. Their differences take root in both their purpose
and design.

Other measures can take on a more myopic shape, but no
less important if not done correctly. Such measures can
come in the form of improvements in key management
where all vendors seem to subscribe to storing symmetric
master keys in every reader. On the face of it, the practice
can be debated as to the feasibility of asymmetric keys in its
place. However, the practices behind generating, substantiating, distributing, maintaining and protecting those master
keys is inconsistent, largely opaque and too often doesn’t
stand up to reasonable scrutiny (by those with domain
expertise in key management). Granted, it’s a technical
improvement but more philosophical on acceptance of
principles used in the consideration of the design.

GOVERNANCE
Part of the reason physical security has gone for so long
without cyber security being a priority is that there hasn’t
been a practice of implementing a framework that would
govern the methodology, performance, and accountability
there is on the IT side. A governance program is designed
as a framework specific to an organization to ensure proper
checks and balances regarding the expectations of how
things should be performed and validation to confirm that
they have been. With increased focus and priority on cyber
security, the industry has yet to give the topic of governance
anywhere near the same attention. The real issue here is
that an organization’s cyber security is highly unlikely to
exceed their ability to implement and operate an effective
governance program – hence why this topic so relevant
and critical.
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Compliance measures are purposely designed to define
conformance that a broad community can achieve. They
must balance complexity of their demands with a dose of
reality that’s achievable by the broad masses. To achieve this,
they result in a low common denominator, usually anecdotal
guidelines of what needs to be “considered” or “addressed”.
They are seldom prescriptive to ensure high security in their
design or implementation. They are also contextual as to the
focus of the mandate – specific industry, environment, or
purpose as opposed to the unique considerations of actors,
intent and an organization’s unique definition of “good
security”.
Conversely, governance is a program purposely developed
around an organization’s unique business, desired outcomes
and circumstantial considerations that accompany them.
A governance framework incorporates policy, process,
operations and measures to validate that the program is
being implemented. The best practice is to build an effective
governance model that incorporates (exceeds) compliance
commitments (versus the other way around or separately).

Elements of Governance and Context in Physical Security
Many of the improvements that are desperately needed for the industry to become more effective on the cyber security front
can be found in nearly every aspect that good governance would cover. There is quite a bit of interpretation of “how” to do it, but
the scope and purpose is principled to setup the proper guardrails to thread through the tough questions that need to be asked,
answered and generally accepted.

Application Security

Roles & Permissions

Custodial Operations

Process to ensure design
and code integrity.

Segregation of duties,
entitlements, lifecycle mgt.
and least level of access.

Transparency & disclosure
of plactices; internal, service
providers & RPs

Policy & Process

Controls

Validation

Design & implement
mechanisms that facilitate
expectations & enforcement.

Capability to audit,
interrogate, test & measure
to determine conformance.

People Training

Compliance

Maturity Model

Improve awareness and
capability across all roles.

Design & implement
mechanisms that facilitate
expectations & enforcement.

Deﬁne how people and
processes carry out and
respond to tasks and events.

Continuous process to
operationalize, improve and
automate (CMM).

VENDORS, CHANNELS & DELIVERY
Vendors play a very critical role in enabling end-users to improve their cyber security capabilities. They also likely need to
make similar fundamental changes as the end-users they serve (cultural, governance, perhaps even organizational, etc.). More
specifically, the desired effect would be across five primary areas.
TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS
From a technical perspective, the primary area of improvements relates to making more effective design choices that
incorporate core functions, capability and security practices from the inception of design, through engineering development,
before a product or service gets to market and defects are discovered. D6 Research estimates that less than 10% of vendors
in the industry have begun to implement best practices that govern how they produce and maintain secure code across their
engineers into their products. Still, there are levels of depth and most vendors that are embarking on this journey of responsibility are only at the beginning- yet to identify or develop some aspects of their program.
GOVERNANCE SUPPORT
The designs must account for governance so that such function can be performed. Every system should be able to be patched
remotely without bricking (as a starter). Beyond this, every system should be able to be interrogated as to its configuration,
version and compliance – otherwise neither audit nor proactive remediation can be performed. Unfortunately, physical security
has been spotty which results in large swaths of gaps for end-users attempting to implement governance with even more recent
systems they’ve invested in.
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CUSTODIAL OPERATIONS
In addition to vendors hardening their products, improving security within the environment they’re developed, configured, or
hosted is equally as important. The potential exists for hackers to compromise vendors to target their customers. For vendors
that ship physical products, this can include integrity of their supply chain, chain of custody, protecting source code, processes
for producing secure code, and even configuration processes.
Vendors that host solutions will need to convince customers that they have implemented commensurate maturity in their
environment that their customers impose on themselves – or even better to earn their trust. A prevalent claim in the industry
(and major misconception) is that if they park their service inside a secure host, then it makes their service secure. No matter
how secure a host may be, they don’t write the code to a vendor’s application, make key design decisions, configure, or apply
prescriptive measures to ensure controls at the application level. Choosing a secure host is easy but putting together a team of
domain experts to be operationally secure is quite an investment and exercise. Just as end users need to improve their internal
programs, managed service providers in physical security have similar challenges.
COMPETENCY
The industry is going from a place where most of the industry was in denial of the importance of cyber security just a couple of
years ago, to getting serious overnight. InfoSec went through a similar phenomenon where many either claimed expert status
overnight or have some expertise in a narrow area and is overstated given the scope of the task at hand. Already, it seems that
the physical security industry is following this path. End-users and vendors alike need to resist temptation that leans toward
relationship over competency. Re-assigning the same resources and anointing them a title with the word “cyber” in it, or hiring
the integrator that was lax on cyber security last year but is hawkish this year, both beg the question as to how much depth can
be gained in such a short period of time?
DELIVERY
Organizations that provide professional services to design, advise or implement solutions need to make improvements that
incorporate key principles, governance functions, and best practices that facilitate the overall goals. Setting up applications
and devices without changing default passwords – as well as end-users not having a process to validate this isn’t being done –
needs to be a thing of the past. To be fair, without vendors making critical improvements, service delivery professionals can be
constrained depending on the measure in scope. Despite this, too often, even in some of the largest organizations, basic best
practices aren’t being performed resulting in mistakes that are often low hanging fruit for attackers. There are many easy wins
that don’t rely on vendors.

Realistic Claims and Disclosure of Performance
Despite the industry being late in their cyber security maturity, that hasn’t stopped vendors from claiming their products as being
very high security in the past (and present). The difference is that now there will be much more accountability as to whether
their statements are true. End-users shouldn’t have to take their word for it, nor pen test each time they want some assurances.
Rather, the vendor should disclose relevant information about their product’s design, choices they’ve made, its development
cycle, and custodial operations. They should also disclose how they engage with researchers, steps they take once reported, and
perhaps, most importantly, assurances they can offer that validate such actions are, in fact, performed.
While it’s easy to go down the path of scrutinizing vendors endlessly, it’s important for both parties (end-users and vendors) to
realize that the depth of scrutiny should be commensurate with the vendor’s claims – no more no less. For example, a vendor
that claims “very high” security deserves extensive review and disclosure since they are trying to gain the trust of organizations
that value and desire to achieve this claimed state. Conversely, a vendor that doesn’t make such strong assertions (or is open
that they are more “medium security”) shouldn’t be held to the same expectations. Therefore, vendors need to demonstrate
evolution in being more accurate (and responsible) with their assertions while preparing to make necessary information
available to support their claims.
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INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS
Industry Associations have played a prevalent role for decades on the
security industry. They’ve brought stakeholders together, implemented certifications, and spear-headed standard development efforts. Being community
focused, they’re evolving to address the same challenges and distill some
lessons into the purview of the benefits they offer to their members. Some
may argue that they’re later to the game than would have been ideal, but
they’re also already making an impact to point the masses in the right
direction where few outfits could otherwise have the same effect. In 2018,
SIA® and PSA® Security Network partnered to launch the 1st Annual
CyberSecured Forum; a conference dedicated to cybersecurity in the physical
security industry. They’ve also launched other initiatives that prioritize the
focus of cybersecurity to their member community.
TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION
Security certifications that are prevalently offered in the industry need
significant improvement. They’re based on a traditional methodology that
is rapidly becoming outdated for reasons outlined in this paper. They need
to be overhauled by professionals with domain expertise in areas of new
consideration. While certifications demonstrate knowledge as opposed
to capability and skill, it’s a contributing component that is worthy of
improvement commensurate with others.
MEDIA
Magazines face fundamental challenges where they must sacrifice depth
for brevity and neutrality with ad revenue. The physical security industry
magazines are no different. Cyber security is a complex topic and it’s not yet
certain how the media will add value that’s actionable instead of anecdotal.
Regardless, it’s important for practitioners to acknowledge their value in
raising awareness, but at the same time also recognize that they aren’t likely
to provide actionable depth.
BROADER PARTICIPATION AND DEFINITION OF STANDARDS
Perhaps the area with potential for greatest impact is the development of
standards that promote interoperability. As discussed earlier in this paper,
practitioners will benefit from newer standards that endeavor to include, a
broader community not just limited to physical security. At the same time,
refrain from speaking on behalf of end-users as to what would be of benefit
to them.
On this point, there’s a growing sentiment within the end-user community
that their voice has been overlooked by committees driven by vendors and
that the specifications that are born from them don’t best represent their
objectives. As a result, there are a few end-user-centric organizations that
have sprung up to draft consensus around outcomes, interoperability, cyber
security, and rules of engagement for the vendor community. It will be
interesting to see how these additional forces shape vendor and industry
participation to be more inclusive of end user’s interests in specifications and
their requisite objectives.
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